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Analysis of regular graphs for their properties, including eigen-
spectra and automorphisms, is a fertile field for discovering and
applications in algebraic graph theory [2]. In the area of unlabelled
regular graph counting, for 3-regular graphs of order n, Robinson
and Wormald [9] presented all counting results for n ≤ 40, while
pointing out that enumeration for unlabeled k-regular graphs with
k > 3 is an unsolved problem. Meringer [4] proposed a practical
method to construct regular graphs without pairwise isomorphism
checking but with a fast test for canonicity. Kimberley [8] con-
tributed many results (A068934) to these databases by a package
called GENREG developed by Meringer [4]. In addition to its chal-
lenges of pure mathematics, the graph counting problem is the root
of topics in reliability, artificial intelligence, reasoning, statistical
physics [10], life sciences, chemistry [5] and even the search for
the origins of life [6].

Method & Results: GENREG, efficient for small-scale clusters
due to its feature of task partition, approaches a hard wall of
speedup for fine-grained partitioning on large-scale clusters, caused
mainly by load imbalance. For obtaining larger graphs, we extend
GENREG for distributed clusters by using the message passing in-
terface (MPI). Using the parallel GENREG we developed, we have
obtained the following results:

(1) a series of optimal base graphs that can be used as intercon-
nection networks (see [12]),

(2) the exact counts of 4-regular graphs of order 23 that is
429,668,180,677,439 by using the three supercomputer clus-
ters located in the US, China, and Ecuador (see [11]).

Among our results, the first [12] has been applied to forming in
interconnection networks [1] for studying benchmark relationship
of the graph ASPLs to network performance latencies. The second
expands n from 22 to 23, for the first time, in the sequence A006820
[7] of OEIS, which is the number of connected 4-regular graphs of
order n. Kimberley [7] used GENREG to enumerate the 4-regular
graphs for up to the order 22 in 2011 [3]. This record for n = 23
remained unchallenged until our enumeration for n = 23, enabled
by our parallel computing implementation to advance it a step.

Our work to obtain the new enumeration for n = 23 is estimated
to cost nearly 100 core-years. We ganged three supercomputers,
the SeaWulf at Stony Brook University can process 178,000 graphs

per second per core, while the Tianhe-1 with Intel Xeon X5670 pro-
cessors and the IBM Quinde 1 with Power8 processors can process
113,000 and 56,469 graphs per second per core, respectively.

Conclusions: Using three supercomputers, we broke a record
set in 2011, in the enumeration of non-isomorphic regular graphs
by expanding the sequence of A006820 in Online Encyclopedia
of Integer Sequences (OEIS), to achieve the number for 4-regular
graphs of order 23 as 429,668,180,677,439, while discovering a series
of optimal base graphs that can be used as interconnection networks
for parallel computers.
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